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building code analysis
As the site is an existing building it has certain structural and 
physical properties that pre-exist the National Building Code 
of Canada (NBC).  For reference and interest, I have used the 
1995 NBC to examing the building code issues that arise in 
this renovation.

Occupancy Classification: A2, assembly

3.2.2   Building Size + Construction Relative to Occupancy

3.2.2.3
Steel members of stairways and on the top floor of the building 
(including the roof garden) do not require fire protection.

Steel members (such as those in the auditorium) would have 
to be fire rated if they are to be exposed.

3.2.2.13
The portion of roof that supports an occupancy (roof garden) 
must have the same fire rating as the floors (1 hour). 

3.2.2.24
The required floor assembly rating of 1 hour means that I would 
have to negotiate an alternate solution in order to maintain 
exposed heavy timber.  Experts say this is not unusual and 
retaining a Building Code Consultant to help me put together 
a proposed solution.



3.4.2   Number + Location of Exits from Floor Areas

3.4.2.1
Every floor shall be served by at least 2 exits.  I have exceeded 
this requirement as each above-grade floor is served by 3 fire 
separated exits.  The basement is served by only 2 exits.

3.4.2.3
The least distance between 2 required exits from a floor area 
shall be one half of the maximum diagonal dimension of the 
floor area, but need not be more than 9m for a floor area 
having a public corridor, or one half of the maximum diagonal 
dimension of the floor area, but not less than 9m for all other 
floor areas.

Both of these requirements are met in this design.

3.8.1   Barrier-Free Design

As per section 3.8.1 of the NBC, the renovation to this existing 
building was designed with a wheelchair ramp along the south 
facade for barrier-free entrance/exit.
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process sketches
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reconstructed as-builts of the site_main floor



reconstructed as-builts of the site_second floor
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reconstructed as-builts of the site_third floor



reconstructed as-builts of the site_fourth floor
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existing north elevation
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existing south elevation



existing west + east elevations
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north elevation



east elevation
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south elevation



west elevation
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basement



main floor
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second floor



third floor
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fourth floor



fifth floor
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section a



section b
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section c



section d
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section e



section f
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section g



section h
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construction details - not to scale
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transparent views of structure
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overview of structure



cafe/bar
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atrium 



roof garden
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gallery- fifth floor



artist studio - fourth and fifth floor
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north facade

view from nw corner

south facade view from se corner

1:100 working model
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1:50
sectional model of atrium
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